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ABSTRACT
The following thesis is the product of Christopher Daniel Coakley’s contributions to the
2014 Architectural Engineering Institute Team 2’s submission for the 2014 Architectural
Engineering Institute Student Competition.
Many challenges have been addressed facing the design of 350 Mission Street. This
submittal includes a project overview, project performance goals, description of design process,
rationale for our chosen design, analysis and design modeling summaries, and all associated
analyses and justifications. Additionally, the submittal includes appendices and drawings
containing supporting documentation of detailed calculations, floor plans, sections, elevations,
modeling data and references.
Project Goals, Requirements and Introduction.
In accordance with the project guidelines set forth by the competition, the structural
discipline was responsible for:
 A design that limits structural damage from earthquake events
 A structure that limits building drift to ½ of the code allowed value
 Solutions that increase building life cycle cost and efficiency
 Consideration of architectural features and the structure’s impact on them
 The design and detail of gravity and lateral systems
 A thoroughly detailed design of one typical floor
 Representative drawings and model documentation
 A design of the building enclosure with details to achieve a high-performance standard
 A foundation design
Personal goals were developed around these requirements. These goals are outlined in Section 2.0
Integration.
Throughout the course of the project, BIM technology used workflow and
communication strategies to create an efficient structural solution for 350 Mission, and
seamlessly integrate with the other disciplines. Structural design solutions were conceptualized by
the structural team, discussed and analyzed by the entire project team, and carried to fruition by
the structural designers. The structural discipline was additionally called upon to support the other
disciplines in maximizing the potential for the whole building design.
Lateral System
The lateral force resisting system utilizes a concentrically braced frame core, coupled
with diagonal exterior bracing. These were designed to reduce building drift and increase seismic
efficiency to meet the project requirements. The system meets the ½ Code Allowable drift limit
with a total drift of 26 inches at the top of the building, with all floors meeting the ½ Code
allowable inter-story drift limit. This design effectively handles the seismic loads and allows the
tenant to have immediate occupancy post Maximum Considered Earthquake (MCE).
Additionally, the exterior mega bracing mobilizes the perimeter of the building in lateral
resistance which relieves lateral loads on the core. This allows the concentrically braced frame
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core to be thinner and lighter, creating a 9100 sf increase of rentable space in the building over
the initial 33-inch concrete shear wall design.
Gravity System
The gravity system was a multidisciplinary effort to design an efficient structure while
ensuring the other systems present would not be limited. An efficient gravity system was
formulated that limited beam and girder depths to a maximum of 24 inches. This allowed for a
large floor-to-ceiling height of 9 feet 10 inches, and a 32 ½ inch plenum space for MEP
coordination. Optimized member sizes and placement create open views which enhance working
conditions for the tenant and cement the building as part of the urban fabric.
Lobby Area
A major structural consideration in the lobby was the potential for soft story behaviors
created by the 5-story high space. Built-up sections were designed in order to handle the 54 foot
unbraced column length. The design required custom sections consisting of a W14x730 with 1inch steel plates welded between the flanges. The structural team also investigated methods of
designing the 29 foot South West cantilever in order to preserve the inviting nature of the lobby
space.
Façade System
Structural design was closely with the other disciplines to design an attractive and
efficient façade system to account for the seismic behavior. This process resulted in an extensive
movements and tolerance report as well as in depth glass fracture and fallout drift studies.
Ultimately a unitized system consisting of 1 ½ inch double pane glass supported by 2 ½” inch
deep mullions spaced at 57 ½ inch intervals was identified and its structural anchorage detailed.
Sustainability
Optimizing the structural member sizes limited fabrication and shipping waste over the project
timeframe. Work was done closely with the construction team to achieve the least amount of steel
weight for the building. Using factors such as steel weight and schedule duration, a carbon
efficiency study of the structural design was conducted using SOM’s Environmental Analysis
Tool.
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Chapter 1
Project Goals
1.0 Project Goals
The over-arching ideals of the ASCE Charles Pankow Foundation Student Competition
included improving quality, efficiency, value, and performance of buildings by advancing
integration, collaboration, communication and work-flow efficiency. The goal was to accomplish
these by using innovative new tools and technologies, and by advanced means and methods.
Competition goals, required of each team, spawned out of these ideals and centered on increasing
expected life-cycle efficiency of the building, complimenting architectural features with
engineered systems, and executing a high-performance, Near Net-Zero solution.
The competition goals led the design team to identify early on what a “highperformance” building means in conjunction with their goals. The competition description defines
“high-performance” buildings in relation to the Energy and Independence Security Act of 2007
stating: “a building that integrates and optimizes on a life cycle basis all major high performance
attributes, including energy conservation, environment, safety, security, durability, accessibility,
cost-benefit, productivity, sustainability, functionality, and operational considerations.” AEI
Team 2 agreed to adhere closely to this definition, as the Integration Report describes in further
detail. Figure 1 below, highlights in red the ways the Structural team helped impact the “High
Performance” design.
While the above goals and challenges applied to the team as a whole; the structural
discipline had some specific requirements and performance goals the competition asked them to
meet. Enhancing the building performance during and after an earthquake was the main focus. To
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this end, the building drift was required to be limited to 50% of the code allowable drift.

Figure 1. Structural Impact on High Performance Design

The owner also preferred that the design would limit the structural and non-structural
damage and repair required from a design level earthquake in order to allow expedited post-event
occupation. Looking at all of these competition goals allowed the structural team to then align
these goals with their own objectives for the project and to the specific responsibilities the design
must incorporate.
The competition’s emphasis on a high-performing, durable, sustainable, and life-cycle
focused design drove the structural team to develop the following goal hierarchy for the project:
1. Near Immediate occupancy after major earthquake
2. Innovative and efficient lateral system
3. Optimized lightweight gravity system
4. Increased lifecycle efficiency
5. Reduced mat slab foundation size for ease of construction and MEP coordination
6. Structural design that enhances the building architecture.
7. Implementation and full leverage of BIM technology and methods to increase
collaboration, integration, and innovation.
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Allowing these objectives to guide and aid in their decision making, the structural team
has managed to develop the structural systems and solutions, shown in Figure 2 (on page 2), that
not only satisfy owner goals, competition aims, and team objectives but also improve the quality,
efficiency, and overall value of the new 350 Mission Street.
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Chapter 2
Integration
In order to achieve the optimum solution for the whole building design of 350 Mission,
the entire project team adopted a work culture of collaboration, integration and communication.
The design team set out three main ideals of Performance, Endurance, and Connectivity. All
design decisions were made based on providing the best case solution to achieve these three team
objectives. Please see the Integration Report for description of the metrics used to measure the
team’s success. Figure 3, shows how the responsibilities of the Structural Team related to the
three team ideals.

Figure 2. Discipline Goals and Related Solutions

When faced with a design decision, the structural team came up with possible solutions
that fit their specific needs and pitched them to the rest of the design team. Constructive criticism
was received and the entire team analyzed whether one of the proposed solutions could be
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utilized. If no solution appeared workable, as the structural engineer initial problems were
addressed and discussed with the rest of the team.

Figure 3. Integrated Project Ideals and Structural Responsibilities

Once a solution was decided on, modeling, calculation and other design tasks were
carried out, while keeping the entire team up to date with progress and any changes. The
structural engineer was also involved in discussing the design decisions of the other disciplines.
Open, involved communication practices made this type of workflow possible.
To increase efficiency and productivity of the integrated design process, the entire design
team used BIM based software which could communicate with specialized analysis and design
software of all disciplines involved. Revit was used as a central modeling tool, with ETABS and
Ram Structural System providing the primary analysis and design functions for the Structural
Team. These tools added value to the project by allowing all disciplines to see how the building
systems worked together in real-time throughout the design phase. Please see the Integration
Report for a detailed view of how all disciplines worked collaboratively to achieve the desired
design.
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Chapter 3
Building and Site
One of the first activities that all team members engaged in was an in-depth site analysis.
Please see the Integration Report for a more detailed explanation of the interdisciplinary results
and impacts of this site analysis, this report will only focus on the results that specifically affect
the structural content presented herein.
The 350 Mission site is located south of Market Street at the corner of Mission and
Fremont streets. The site footprint is approximately 19,000 sf and is heavily constrained by public
infrastructure on all sides. Some context to the situation of the site within the Mission District of
San Francisco can be seen in Figure 4 on the next page.
Site analysis, depicted in Figure 4 on the next page, reveals the 1,100 foot Transbay
Tower and 650 foot Millennium Tower directly southwest of the building along with the
Transbay Transit Center. 350 Mission houses a single client, SalesForce.com, and will provide
the public with restaurant and leisure services on the ground floor lobby. The building’s
proximity to the Transbay Terminal will further increase the pedestrian traffic and interest, in and
around the building site along with Mission St and Market St. connecting the building to other
important parts of the city.
Integrating the structure within the architecture in an unobtrusive manner was a key goal
of the structural engineer; this coupled with site analysis gave rise to the following
considerations:


Preserve southwest cantilever to maintain architectural connection to the new urban
center being constructed



Maintain an open and tall lobby space to directly engage the public.
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Assist in providing opportunity for architectural enhancement and a unique identity to the
new 350 Mission.
Furthermore, an analysis of the geotechnical report prepared by Treadwell & Rollo

revealed the presence of the Colma sand layer at a variable distance of 40-95ft below the ground
surface, relating to approximate elevations of -37 to -92 feet. The Colma sand layer is suitable to
support the expected loads of the existing design via a 10ft thick mat slab. The structural team
took note of this for the foundation design phase discussed in Section 4.4.

Figure 4. Site Context in Downtown San Francisco
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Chapter 4
Structural Systems and Solutions

4.1 Code Analysis
In implementing design processes for 350 Mission, the structural team considered all
applicable codes and standards as required by the San Francisco Building Industry Commission
(BIC).

4.2 Gravity System Design

4.2.1 Specific Gravity System Goals
The first system design the team completed was the analysis and design of the building
gravity system. It was decided through discussion with the design team, that a lightweight
efficient gravity system would be most beneficial. Quickly establishing a gravity system allowed
the structural team to focus on the high performing lateral system.
The process began by laying out gravity system specific goals and considerations by
reviewing the list of project goals/responsibilities. These gravity system specific goals included:
1.

2.

Structural:
a.

Reduce seismic weight

b.

Post-earthquake safety

Architectural:
a.

Maintain high floor to ceiling height for occupant comfort
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b.

Avoid column penetrations in the occupied space surrounding the core.

c.

Maintain Southwest cantilever for connection to the important urban fabric of the
Transbay Terminal area.

3.

d.

Provide stunning views to outdoors.

e.

Open lobby to engage community.

MEP:
a.

Reduce in-fill member sizes throughout the floor plan as smaller “tap-off”
service ducts may frequently cross their span.

4.

b.

Maintain high floor to ceiling height.

c.

Maintain ample plenum space

d.

See Mechanical and Electrical Reports for detailed plans and designs

Construction:
a.

A lightweight, durable system

b.

Organized layout for simple erection

c.

Optimized members for reduced waste

4.2.2 Gravity Loads
The gravity system was designed with the required loading conditions per ASCE7-10.
The un-factored gravity loads for a typical floor design were: Dead Load = 58psf and Live Load
= 100psf.
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4.2.3 Comparison of Alternative Systems
First the current gravity system was analyzed(flat plate post tensioned concrete slab)
design to achieve baseline performance values which could be used later for comparison
purposes. Alternative systems such as concrete beam-slab and flat plate slab without posttensioning were considered but quickly dismissed based on their depth, weight, and need of
additional interior columns.
In evaluation of the current post tensioned slab system, the team acknowledged the added
value of the extreme floor to ceiling heights to enhance user comfort. However, a system that
reduced the seismic weight of the building was desired, so it was quickly decided on steel as the
material of choice. Another positive of a steel system is the reduction of carbon pollution during
manufacture, compared to a similar concrete design. It became clear that in order to meet their
high-performance requirements, including a Net-Zero design, the structural team would choose a
composite slab-on-metal deck/composite steel beam solution for the gravity structure.
Changing the design from a PT concrete slab to steel led to careful coordination with the
MEP designers, since steel beams would greatly reduce available plenum space, as seen in Figure
5. Discussions were held to weigh the pros and cons; and it was decided that the systems would
be possible to integrate, and a steel design would provide the best solution moving forward. The
team considered the possibility of both acoustic tile drop ceilings and exposed ceilings being
implemented over the building’s lifetime.
In order to achieve the required 2-hour fire rating between floors, it was determined that a
3 ¼“ lightweight concrete topping on a 1 ½“ metal deck (4.75” thickness total) would suffice for
the typical floor. The specific type chosen was a Vulcraft 1.5VL19 (or allowed equivalent).
It was decided to enforce a minimum floor beam size of W10X12 in order to reduce
vibration and connection issues. To optimize the beam and member sizes, the team chose only
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sections from a list of economical, common W-shapes provided by AISC, reducing waste and
increasing efficiency.
When laying out the composite steel framing for the gravity system the structural team
looked at a two possible configurations and analyzed their positive and negative features. RAM
Structural System (RAM) was used to optimize the layout and beam sizes, and performed manual
calculations to check the design.
Angular Layout: The first layout considered was called an “angular layout” due to the
angular nature in which the girders, running to the columns supporting the perimeter cantilever
beams, framed into the core, as shown in Figure 6 on Page 5. The perimeter column locations
were not changed from the design provided by SOM. Ultimately, this layout was proven
unwieldy based on constructability issues and large beam depths.
Revised Column Layout: The next layout investigated was what became known as the
“revised column” layout, in which perimeter columns were moved in-line with the core for a
more regular bay spacing, and ease of purely orthogonal construction. The major pro of this
system was the heightened constructability from the lack of angular connections to columns.
However, because it increased the cantilever span to almost 42ft therefore it was decided it would
not be an efficient design.
Steel Joist System: At the indication of the Mechanical team, both potential gravity
layouts were analyzed to check the possibility of using a long span steel joist system. Joists were
considered because of the possibility of running MEP systems through the web openings. Quick
calculations showed the joists would be quite large, approaching
40” deep in some locations. These sizes proved too large for the team to consider joists as
a viable option.
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4.2.4 Framing Design and Optimization
To optimize the gravity layout, it was decided to meld the positives of both considered
beam layouts to create the most effective structural design, as well as seamless interaction with
the other
building systems. This final layout combined the efficient cantilever framing of the
“angular layout” as well as the other perimeter column adjustments for regular orthogonal
framing of the “revised layout”.

Figure 5. Plenum Spacing and MEP Coordination

Through the use of Ram Structural System, design shapes, stud quantities, and camber
values were again obtained for our final gravity layout The new steel design greatly reduced the
seismic and gravity loads compared to a concrete structure. Figure 10 shows the force and weight
reductions of the structural team’s gravity design versus a similar concrete structure.

Figure 6. Two Potential Floor Beam Layouts and Finalized Layout (l-r: Angular, Revised Columnm,
Final)

Additionally, designing the spandrel beams to not function as girders was important to
the project team as it allows for the members to be as small in depth as possible, creating
maximum outward views.
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During this stage, work was coordinated with the mechanical team to delineate the
location and path of potential duct runs. Part of the optimization process included incorporating
good design practices to aid in the constructability of the framing. This was partly accomplished
by having no instances where deep beams frame into shallow girders; which decreases labor costs
and built in stress risks associated with fit up issues during construction. Constructability was
also taken into account by grouping beams and girders into only a few groups of same sizes to
speed up fabrication. Furthermore, framing was optimized by following recommendations from
the industry according to Structure Magazine’s April 2009 issue:
1. No camber was specified less than ¾” and always in ¼” increments.
2. The camber of beams less than 24’ in span, or with webs less than ¼” thick was avoided
as they tend to incur damage from local stresses during the camber process.
3. No camber was specified for spandrel members to avoid complications in the connection
of the cladding system
Please see Drawing S4 for the final optimized results of our gravity framing layout.
Southwest Corner Considerations:
To accommodate the architectural desire of inspiring views from the Southwest corner of
the building, the structural layout strove to minimize the sight obstruction of the cantilevered
spandrel beams. Two studies were completed: the first analyzing the effects of adding moment
connections in the back-span bays behind the cantilever; the second eliminating cantilever action
with a tension hanger.
Cantilever Study 1: Connections
Simple 2D models of the cantilever and the potential anchor spans were created in RISA
using the section properties optimized by RAM Structural System and checked by hand. These
were loaded and analyzed 4 times, adding an additional moment connection in the anchor span
column line each time. It was found that making the beam continuous across Column C1 creates
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the optimal moment reduction on the supporting cantilevered column. Figure 7, on the next page,
depict the resulting moment diagram.

Figure 7. Moment Connection Study - Moment Diagram

Cantilever Study 2: Tension Hangers
Again simple 2D models of the cantilever spans and their anchor spans were created in
RISA using the section properties optimized by RAM Structural System. Reaction forces were
used to preliminarily size an unobtrusive tension rod to eliminate cantilever action. This was
accomplished by tying the tension rod back to Column lines 1 and A, at the above story level.
Figure 8 depicts the cantilever spandrels investigated and the geometry of the potential tension
hangers.

Figure 8. Tension Hanger Study - Moment Diagram

4.2.5 Column Design
Perimeter gravity column design was facilitated by both Ram Structural System and
ETABS. All columns were optimized to achieve an efficient 75-90% Demand/Capacity ratio,
when applicable. The columns were designed to be spliced every two stories (every 26’-4”). This
is common practice in high-rise construction to coordinate with the construction lift sequence and
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schedule duration of a typical floor. They were also checked to make sure columns of this length
could reasonably fit on a standard truck bed bringing materials to the site.
Typical column sizes ranged from W14x43 at the roof level to W14x730 at the lobby
level. Smaller section depths were possible at the top two levels; however with the switch to a
smaller cross section comes a more expensive splice connection. Through coordination with
construction engineers it was decided that the costs of those connections generally outweigh the
savings achieved by using a smaller section.
A W14x730 column size was not sufficient to support the large bending and axial force
interaction induced by the Southwest cantilever, so the structural team designed a custom built up
section to handle the loads. The custom section consisted of a W14x730 with two 1 inch steel
plates welded to the exterior as depicted in Figure 9. This design was verified with a 2D ETABS
model.

Figure 9. Custom Built-Up Column Section

4.2.6 Connection Design
Connections were designed according to AISC recommendations, including seismic
provisions. Two columns, with multiple beams or girders framing in at the same level, were
chosen as critical connection locations. The design strategies were heavily influenced by cost,
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constructability, and seismic behavior. The resultant shear double angle designs allow for
significant shop fabrication, decreasing construction time and cost, and increasing safety benefits.
Tekla Structures was used to assist in the detailing and design of the connections to a fabrication
level of detail, providing descriptive 3D connection details (Figure 18 on Page 13 shows Lateral
example).

4.2.7 Gravity System Summary
By closely following the goals set at the beginning of the project, the structural team was
able to efficiently design a gravity structural system that met all structural requirements and
allowed other building systems to reach their full potential. The steel framing system achieved a
much lower weight than a comparable concrete system, greatly reducing the seismic forces acting
on the lateral system. This reduction data is displayed in Figure 10, on the next page. The
optimized floor beam system allows the MEP designers to run duct work and utilities without
experiencing conflicts over plenum space. This coordination is achieved despite the long beam
spans desired for creating an open and architecturally pleasing space. For additional gravity
system information please see Appendix A.

Figure 10. Reduction in Weight for Steel Design vs. Original Concrete Design
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4.2.8 Software Utilization
To aid in the project goals of collaboration and integration, work was completed to keep
the gravity design model current in Revit 2014. This practice allowed for parameters to be
assigned to all members such as: framing tags, sizes, stud quantities, connection types, and
camber values.
Each discipline was able to coordinate the evolution of their systems with the gravity
framing. Good communication was important, as all team members needed to be aware of system
updates in the model. Descriptive and systematic file naming was also important in keeping the
entire team working on the most recent and correct models. Similar processes were completed for
the lateral and foundation designs, as discussed in later sections.

4.3 Lateral System Design

4.3.1 Lateral System Goals
With the gravity system designed, effort was then focused on the high performance
lateral force resisting system. The process continued again by reviewing project
goals/responsibilities to determine specific aims for the lateral system. These included:
1.

Structural
a. No structural damage and immediate occupancy post major design level
earthquake
b. 50% code allowable Drift.
c. Architectural enhancement

2.

Architectural
a. Accommodate all existing core openings
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b. Do not impede interior layout
c. Reduce thickness of core thereby adding rentable space
d. Visible structural components should be architecturally appealing
3.

Mechanical and Lighting/Electrical
a. Design to allow for ease of access and coordination to core as compared to
existing solid shear wall.

4.

Construction Management
a. Coordinate safe construction of core ahead of gravity system

4.3.2 Comparison of Alternative Solutions
The ultimate arrival and decision of the lateral system was the product of a 2 stage
process:
1. Empirical Evaluation of systems to meet our project goals based off researchchoose
system(s)
2. Reexamine Goals & Additional Preliminary Analysis upon the chosen top systems and
specific building geometryModify and adjust to meet goals, continue with more indepth verification analysis of best system for all.
Empirical Evaluation:
Immediately after forming the project goals, the process began with researching various
potential high performing lateral systems. The team wanted to analyze what systems would meet
these goals and work cohesively with the other discipline’s designs. For feasibility purposes, the
structural team set out to empirically evaluate the suitability of the existing system and various
others to meet the team’s goals.
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First geometry of the building and the existing lateral system was evaluated. The
considered centering the core in the footprint of the building in order to decrease torsional
irregularities and increase lateral efficiency. Ultimately, the decision was made not to move it as
it would cause a loss of 250 sf of floor space directly adjacent to the appealing southwest corner.
Furthermore, a preliminary model of the existing structure’s lateral system was built.
This was done to gain an understanding of the rough order of magnitude of drifts and forces
generated by the existing structure and to serve as a baseline for comparisons of future models
and systems analysis. This rough model was verified with an Equivalent Lateral Force (ELF)
Procedure.
As information was gathered on numerous systems, a comparison matrix for the pros and
cons of various systems was formulated. Potential pairings of systems were also brainstormed and
empirically analyzed.
Following this research, identification of pairs of systems that would work well together
took place. Each pair was thought about from a viewpoint of how they could complement each
other performance-wise, their impacts for other engineering disciplines, and whether or not
research on these systems showed them commonly used together in industry. Three potential
paired systems for the building as seen in Table 1 below were identified
In examination of these three potential pairings, their suitability to accomplish the
established goals for the lateral system was evaluated. Conversations with the MEP members
helped lead to the choice of braced frames as the optimal system for the core. Table 2 on the next
page lists the main factors for each discipline in settling on a Braced Frame core design.
Reexamine Goals and Preliminary Analysis:
It was desired to start with strength based-design to note size, efficiency at controlling
drift, and stress distribution; and then use this knowledge to evaluate their system choices. The
structural team continued to analyze the core model with the other two lateral element schemes..
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They then compared the analysis results. Figure 12 shows the effectiveness of adding these
systems to the core at controlling drift. As expected the exterior diagonal bracing was most
efficient.
While the perimeter moment frame and core model was effective, the resulting member
sizes (spandrel beams) were 36” deep in multiple locations. This was a direct reflection of our
long spans between perimeter columns which was important to the team for architectural and
daylighting reasons.
In recognition of the large member sizes necessary to make a perimeter moment frame
have a significant effect on the size of the core the structural team moved away from this solution.
In regards to the perimeter diagonal bracing, the structural team noted the challenges with
developing a working load path for this system (analysis up until now had been all rigid
diaphragm analysis). Its extreme effectiveness at controlling drift was noted and alleviating
demands on the core as well as the unique opportunity for architectural enhancement. Figure 14
shows the bracing scheme analyzed.

Figure 11. Drift Control for Potential Lateral System Options

Therefore the design proceeded by modeling the core, accommodating all necessary
penetrations, and running design iterations and Modal Response Procedure (MRP) analysis in
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ETABS. The results confirmed that a concentrically braced frame core could indeed meet the
desired high performance drift requirement. However it would result in large uneconomical
members, and a structural system that offers little reduction in core size and architectural
enhancement. At that point it was felt that while the design was meeting the high performance
drift requirement, the proposed solution had little potential to add much value to the project.

Table 1. Potential Lateral System Pairings and Pros/Cons of Each

Concrete Shear Wall with
Post-Tension Slab

Base Isolation and Steel Plate
Shear Walls

Braced Frame Core with
Viscous Dampers

- Contractor Familiarity

- Durable and Reliable

- Reduced Seismic Weight

- Ease of Construction

- Reduced Overturning Moment

- Steel Floor – Tenant Benefits

- Cost Effective

- Decreased Drift

- Coordination with MEP

- Slab Thickness

- Speedy Construction

- Overturning Moment

- Decreased Building Weight,

- Passive System Possibilities

- Increased Square Footage

- Decreased Repair

- Slab Weight and Drift

- Buffer Zone Required

- Increased Initial Cost

- Overturning Moment

- Flexible Utility Entries

- Special Connections

- Tenant Limitations

- Unjustifiable Over-Design

- Architectural Clashes

- Slow Construction

- MEP Coordination

- Post-Event Occupancy

- Fabricator Issues

Pros

Cons

Therefore in order to realize the project goals associated with this system the process
began looking at methods to mobilize the perimeter and full depth of the building to alleviate the
core. Originally three methods were considered to alleviate the core: outrigger at the top of the
building, perimeter diagonal bracing, and perimeter moment frames.
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It was quickly realized that given the geometry of the gravity system and cantilevered
south west corner that an outrigger on any level would have significant spatial impacts to the
floor plan and would require an overhaul on the perimeter gravity column placement as would a
belt truss. Thus, this option was ruled out.

Table 2. Disciplinary Pros of Braced Frame Core Design

Structural

Symmetric layout of core conducive to braced
frames ; shown in Figure 12

Mechanical

Allows for simple duct system coordination

Electrical

Allows for simple utilities coordination

Construction

Simple construction and modularization
ability
Avoids clashes with openings into the core

Architecture

The layout of the braces was intended to be as elegant as possible, as seen in Figure 12 on
the next page, allowing for an articulation of the buildings high seismic performance and unique
identity with respect to surrounding buildings. It should be noted that the braces were configured
such that they avoid impeding the southwest entrance. Their multiple floor spans also have less of
an impact on exterior views to the occupant then the deep spandrel beams of the perimeter
moment frame system.
To arrive at a decision the topic was conversed regularly with the other engineering
disciplines about the effects of various systems on design coordination. Furthermore it was
established that a perimeter moment frame solution was not valid as the spandrel members
(beams of the perimeter moment frames) were up to 36” in depth. This was not in line with the
goals of preserving large views to the exterior. The exterior diagonal system was also determined
to allow the maximum amount of daylight to assist the lighting electrical designers in their
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interior space design. The system also was purposed to be easily integrated with the façade design
and performance requirements of the mechanical engineers. Through dialogue with the
construction engineers it was also determined that the exterior system would pose significant
challenges during the erection of the super-structure due to load distribution issues.
Decision
Therefore, it was decided that the most conducive decision to the project goals was to
proceed with a braced frame core and exterior bracing scheme as shown above. This system
would be designed and seismically detailed for full strength and to meet the 50% drift
requirement; providing an effective structure for handling seismic loads and allowing for
Immediate Occupancy post MCE.

4.3.3 Braced Frame Core and Exterior Bracing
Load Path Determination
Utilizing a mega bracing system about the exterior of the building presented certain
challenges in confidently identifying a total structure load path. Figure 13, on the next page,
shows the breakdown of the team’s schematic understanding of the system.
First lateral loads are excited in the floor diaphragms. They are then transferred to the
core (“secondary system”). This secondary system spans the full height of the building but is
further restrained at key nodal levels 10, 20, and 30 by the exterior bracing “mega system”.
Conceptually the core can thus be thought of as a continuous beam simply supported by the mega
exterior braces at key nodal levels. These “core modules” act between the key nodal levels. Once
lateral load has been “kicked” out at key nodal levels into the exterior braces it follows the braces
to the foundation. This method was recommended by an internationally known consultant with
40 years of high rise experience who we periodically conversed with.
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The transfer of lateral forces (only at key nodal levels) from the core to the exterior
braces is accomplished by a thickened floor diaphragm with two-way reinforcing to serve as a
true rigid diaphragm. With the load path now identified, the structural team could begin to break
it into its components for preliminary sizing.
Core Design Modules
Preliminary design sizes were obtained by modeling each of the core modules that span
between rigid diaphragms connecting them to the exterior bracing at major nodal levels. These
modules were built for each 10-story section, and in each primary direction. Loads from a
previous Modal Response Spectrum Analysis (MRSA), accounting for accidental torsion, were
manually applied to the story diaphragms.

Figure 12. Exterior Bracing elevations and 3D Rendering
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The top and bottom story diaphragms were restricted in their movement both in and out
of plane. This restraining reaction represents the mega systems restraining effects on the
secondary core system. Design iterations were run in ETABS and preliminary sizes of the core
braces obtained. Figure 14 depicts these design modules, including the forces transferred to the
exterior braces at each nodal level.
Note that only seismically compact and approved ductility sections according to the
AISC Seismic Design Manual were used. Also all analysis and design iterations were done from
a performance based design philosophy using a response modification factor, R=1. This is
because the structural team wished to ensure that the building is not incurring inelastic
deformations over its lifetime.

Figure 13. Schematic of Seismic Load Path

Preliminary Exterior “Mega” Brace Design
With preliminary sizing of the core complete, next the structural team preliminarily sized
the exterior mega bracing. This was completed by taking the restraining reactions of the rigid
diaphragms from the ETABS Core Design Modules and resolving those reactions into the brace
forces. The braces were sized for both tension yielding and rupture of the net section as well as
for compression. It was assumed that the floor diaphragms and spandrel beams that the exterior
braces cross at each story will effectively brace it for compression. Figure 15, on the next page,
also shows this use of restraining reaction of the floor diaphragm to size the exterior brace.
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Re-Analysis of Total System, Final Sizing, & Hand Checks
Now with preliminary sizing completed of both the “secondary” core and the “mega”
exterior braces, final sizing could be made. It could then fully compare the system with the mega
exterior braces and without them (where the design began) allowing for verification of reduction
of core size, added drift control, and the potential for architectural enhancement.

Figure 14. Schematic Load Path of Core Modules

All of the preliminarily sized core modules were assembled back together into a whole
building model in ETABS. The preliminarily sized brace members were put in along with the
designed gravity columns from RAM Structural System. Spandrel members were included in the
model as well in order to account for their stiffening effects as the exterior braces cross them.
Model response spectrum analysis was performed on these models using the Maximum
Considered Earthquake (MCE) spectra supplied by the geotechnical report.
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Roughly 50% of the preliminarily sized members, mostly ones concentrated in the first
10 stories, were found to be overstressed. These members were adjusted accordingly to obtain
final sizes. Figure 15, shows the full reassembled Lateral system model.
Exterior mega braces ranged from the same built up section used for the columns to
W14X120. Most notably the core was relieved enough to allow all brace members to be HSS
shapes instead of the thicker W shapes needed for the previous dedicated core lateral system.
With the complete system modeled, analyzed, and design sections adjusted, fine-tuned
adjustments were made to some of the perimeter columns and spandrel beams to account for their
interface with the exterior mega braces that cross them. Notably, the three perimeter corner
columns were required to engage in significant tension not originally accounted for by the column
design completed in RAM Structural System. These columns needed to be increased in section
size in order to handle this increased tension.
Now a complete designed lateral system model for a concentrically braced frame core
both with and without exterior mega braces was finished. Comparisons of the two designs were
done to truly verify that the exterior mega braces were adding value to the system and not just
additional strength.
With the addition of the exterior mega braces to the core, the lateral force resisting
system as a whole saw a 48% reduction in steel weight. This in turn represents a $8.6 million
savings over the core alone system. Furthermore the mega braces relieved lateral demands
enough on the core allowing its thickness to be reduced on average by about 24”. This equates to
an increase in rentable square footage of about 9100 ft2.
While these great numbers do not include the increase in material required to create the
rigid diaphragms or the potentially complex connections required by the mega brace system, they
are still revealing of the efficiency and applicability not only to this specific building but also to
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the high performance goals of this project. Achieving these results served as an excellent
verification of system choice and concept.

Figure 15 Complete Lateral System Model

Iterative P-Delta Analysis
A major assumption the structural team made in the gravity design phase was that the
perimeter gravity columns are braced at every level. This allowed the team to use an Effective
Length Factor of K=1 when considering second order effects on the columns. In order to prove
this assumption, the team needed to verify that the core is stiff enough to arrest the translational
movement of the diaphragms, so they can provide effective bracing. An Iterative P-Delta
Analysis was run in ETABS with gravity loads applied to all columns and a preset convergence
tolerance to make sure the perimeter columns were adequately braced.
Lateral Connection Design
The scope of the lateral system was decided to include a basic connection design for the
concentric braces in the core. Seismic provisions were considered and the full detail of this
connection was developed. Tekla Structures was used to model the connections to a fabrication
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level detail as shown in Figure 16. The accurate detailing and modeling of these connections was
not only important from a seismic point of view but also from a coordination point of view
because the MEP vertical distribution and associated branch offs occur around these connections
in the core.

Figure 16. Tekla Model of Connection in Core Braced Frame

4.3.4 Linear Time History Analysis and Viscous Damping Design
Linear Time History Analysis
With the total system designed and analyzed it was desired to perform a more site
specific form of analysis. Therefore a Linear Time History Analysis was performed using the
scaled earthquake response spectra indicated by the provided geotechnical report and shown
below in Figure 17.
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Figure 17 Scalled Response Spectra for Analysis

This site specific analysis method included six of the above depicted response spectra.
The design had already been shown to not only meet the high performance drift requirement and
add value via the code required Modal Response Spectrum Analysis. However due to the the
time history analysis’ capabilities to consider the max randomness of response spectra peaks and
valleys, a more accurate depiction of the structures response under seismic loading is generated.
As depicted by the orange line below in Figure 18, the square root sum of the squares average of
time history drifts shows the structure now falling just beyond the high performance seismic
requirement.

Figure 18 Drift Result Comparisons
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Viscous Damping Design
In recognition of the need to further control this drift and also combat any concerns of
nonstructural damage to the building induced from eh high accelerations associated with such a
system it was wished to augment the lateral system with viscous dampers. Viscous dampers will
not only help to further control the drift but also to passively dissipate energy in the structure that
would otherwise be dissipated via nonstructural damage. Preliminary sizing of such devices was
completed as shown by sample calculations below in Figure 19.
X-Direction - Damper Forces, Level 30
Total Required Damping Force per Story = Sf30 =

3158.512 kips

Fi(k) =
Fpseduo (k) Fpseudo*(16
N=nicos(qi)
= SF30 /SN .3342'/9.6
67')
667.112
1

# of
dampers
(ni)

qi (deg)

1
2

1
2

0
0

3

1

0

1

4

1

0

1

5

2

0

2

667.112

6

1

0

1

667.112

Frame #

Bay

2

667.112
394.8141

Figure 19 Sizing of Taylor Series Devices Viscous Dampers

667.112
667.112
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Chapter 5
Foundation System Design
With the superstructure design completed, attention was moved to the foundation system.
Up until now the substructure had remained the same as the existing 350 Mission St: a 1ft 10 in
thick perimeter concrete wall resting on a 10ft thick mat slab. The process began by examining
specific foundation system goals per each discipline:


Construction: design system with minimum schedule and site impact.



MEP: design system that allows for an additional 3-10 ft of depth on bottom floor to help
house the biomethane digester system without impacting the architectural layout



Structural: Design system that provides adequate and safe supporting conditions for the
building, its systems, and occupants.

As stated in the Building and Site Analysis section, one of the first activities at the start of
this project was a detailed examination of the geotechnical report provided from Treadwell &
Rollo. Their recommendation that the building be founded on a mat foundation bearing on the
dense to very dense Colma Sand Layer was noted.
The process proceeded with the investigation of the legitimacy of resting the proposed
system on a mat slab. Switching to a steel superstructure resulted in a 48% reduction of gravity
loads. However, it was also noted that a reduced mat slab thickness resulting from their gravity
loads may present problems in handling overturning moment of the building. The results from
their MRSA model and RAM SS gravity analysis were used to design a mat slab with the
necessary reduced thickness for the housing of the biomethane digester system. The work
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successfully designed a 6ft mat slab (4ft reduction from original system) in order to provide a
larger floor to ceiling height in the basement for the biomethane digester as shown in Figure 20.
Next attention moved to the design of the perimeter subgrade foundation walls. First the
design schematically laid out how forces were to be transferred from the superstructure to the
foundation. While the core was analyzed and intended to continue down to the mat slab the
transfer of the large diagonal tensile and compressive forces in the perimeter mega braces into the
foundation walls had to be resolved.

Figure 20. Visualization of Reduced Mat Slab for MEP

A two fold solution was developed. In order to transfer the horizontal component of the
large mega braces along the top of the basement walls, the first floor level (Lobby Level) would
need to serve as a rigid diaphragm. That or the perimeter areas must at least be rigid enough to
ensure this transfer.
This Lobby Level diaphragm however also intended to act as a transfer slab for all lateral
loads developed in it to the outer walls as an “indirect outrigger” helping to engage the perimeter
subgrade walls in lateral resistance as is commonly done. Furthermore the presence of an in floor
radiant heating and cooling system necessitated an increase in thickness to ensure proper housing
and protection of this system in the event of an earthquake. This lobby level diaphragm was
always intended to be designed as a rigid diaphragm for these reasons so the solution of
transferring the large diagonal mega brace forces into it fit well with the other design decisions
being made.
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Second, the large tensile/compressive vertical component of the mega braces needed to
be transferred down through the subgrade walls to the mat slab. In recognition of the fact that
such a large concentrated force acting on the end of a wall would surely require an immensely
thick wall; it was decided upon that the elegant solution of simply encasing a steel column in the
wall at the four corner locations where braces connect to the top of the wall was effective. This
column effectively transfers the vertical component of the brace to the mat slab while the rigid
diaphragm effectively transfers the horizontal component along the top of the perimeter walls
intended to be mobilized for lateral resistance anyway. Either an encased section at these corners
or a heavy amount of reinforcing would have been required any way as boundary elements for the
effective shear transfer from the horizontal force component of the mega braces.
Additionally the perimeter foundation walls needed to act as retaining structures. The
structural team therefore had to design the foundation walls for the combined effects of the shear
along their length and the out of plane soil loads as schematically depicted in Figure 21. The
structural team notes that the perimeter foundation walls should be designed as a tank according
to ACI 350 due to the fact that the water table is above almost their entire depth. A necessary
amount of reinforcing was found in two curtains both for shear wall and retaining wall behavior
for a final detailed design.

Figure 21. Schematic Loads on Basement Shear/Retaining Walls
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Chapter 6
Building Enclosure Design
In addition to the main building substructure and superstructure a high performing façade
system was also developed. In regards to the façade design the process began by defining the
high performance requirements which included the following:


Architectural: The façade should actively engage the public by expressing the slenderness
and unique identity provided by the mega braces.



MEP: The façade should accommodate the necessary glazing thickness and coatings for
high performance lighting, electrical, and thermal qualities.



Construction: The façade should lend itself to quality control, labor sensitivity, and speed
of construction.



Structural: The façade should accommodate all movements necessary to ensure safety
and function during and after a major earthquake.
First the process began by garnering an understanding of typical geometries and sizes of

high rise curtain wall elements. Through early collaboration with the Electrical team’s shading
layout a preliminary mullion spacing of 5ft was decided upon. A MWFRS study then allowed for
the structural team to calculate an expected mullion depth of 7-8 inches which was further
supported by potential product research.
The design proceeded to investigate, calculate, and document all expected potential
movements of the façade. A “Movements and Tolerances Report” was written and presented to
the other disciplines. This report calculates expected vertical and horizontal movement from
deflections/drift, thermal expansion of framing elements, and construction tolerances.
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With the expected movements/tolerances of the façade fully investigate as well as
preliminary sizing completed the structural team conducted detailed product specification
research. Various testing results conducted by Memari et. al. led the structural team in the
direction of selecting a 4 Sided Structural Sealant Glazed (4SSG) system with Rounded Corner
Glass (RCG). Specifying rounded corner glass has been shown through American Architectural
Manufacturers Association (AAMA) 501.6 testing to increase a curtain wall system’s glass
fallout drift capacity as much as 50-90%. The functional difference between RCG and the
conventional square corner glass can be seen in Figure 22. Furthermore using 4SSG systems over
common dry glazed or gasketed systems has been shown through similar testing to increase glass
fallout drift capacity up to 146% (Memari et. al.).

Figure 22. Square Corner vs. Rounded Corner Glass

In conjunction with the other disciplines criteria a curtain wall system: the Kawneer 2500
PG Unitwall was selected. In the absence of AAMA 501.6 racking test data for the chosen
product the structural team verified its cracking and fallout drift capacity against the expected
movements and tolerances report in accordance with ASCE7-10 section 13.5.9.
With a product selected the design proceeded to detail its anchorage to the structure. The
product cut sheet provided simple representative details of single angle connection from the floor
slab to the vertical mullions. A representative view of the connection scheme is shown in Figure
23. Structural checks on not only the anchoring bolts lateral capacity to handle the induced
inertial earthquake loads from the façade but also the slab on metal deck overhang’s capacity to
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support the façade without inducing torsion into spandrel members were completed. Finally, the
structural team fully detailed the façade’s anchorage to the structure as can be seen below.

Figure 23. Facade Connection Details (Detials from Kawneer)

Figure 24 Full Seismic Detail of Facade Attachement
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Chapter 7
Sustainability and Environmental Analysis
With the Near Net-Zero design goal in mind, the structural design considered
sustainability issues with all design decisions. The team looked at this issue as not only a way to
improve building efficiency and lifecycle cost for the owner; but also as an opportunity to engage
and educate the public.
Through collaboration with the construction team the structural design was able to reduce
the environmental impact of their designed systems by ensuring that all required
materials/services could be obtained locally. Figure 25 depicts the locations of various potential
concrete sub-contractors, masonry subcontractors, steel erectors, and steel fabricators all within
500 miles of the building site per the requirements of the Regional Materials LEED credit.

Figure 25. Sub-Contractors and Fabricators Near Building Site

Additionally, the conscious design decisions led to a highly constructible system through
methods such as prefabricated core segments, prefabricated rebar cages, and reduction of material
usage in the foundation (see Construction Report for full explanation of constructability). These
design decisions cut down on the energy required to construct this building leading to a reduced
environmental impact.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
The tasks set before the structural design team for 350 Mission were diverse, complex
and crucial to achieving a high-performance design. The work completed analyzed the project
guidelines and requirements, and developed goals that ultimately drove the design to success. Not
only was the structural system lightweight, efficient and innovative; but it operated seamlessly
with the rest of the building’s engineered systems and architecture. Table 3 below shows how the
design decisions met their original project goals; and related to the team ideals of Performance,
Endurance and Connectivity.
In response to the project requirement of Near Immediate Occupancy after a major
earthquake, a structural system was designed that efficiently handles seismic loads while reducing
the building drift to 33-inches at the top of the building; meeting the ½ of the code allowable
limit requirement. Creating a system that performs in this way helps meet the project goal of
improving the life-cycle efficiency of the building. The elegant exterior mega brace system not
only creates a unique identity for 350 Mission but also provides an accentuated connection to the
urban fabric of the Transbay Terminal Area. Furthermore, the mega brace system relieves lateral
demands on the core allowing for a 9100 square foot increase in rentable space for the building.
The efficient gravity system design allowed for an estimated 48% reduction in the
weight of the structure. While this not only helps to alleviate seismic demands and increase the
buildings performance from an earthquake standpoint, it allowed for a 4-foot reduction in
thickness of the foundation mat slab. This reduction in thickness not only reduced excavation
needs but also increased the usable volume of the subgrade levels in order to house a high
performing mechanical system. This integration further improved building life-cycle efficiency
and added value to the project.
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In addition reducing the weight of the structure, the typical floor layout considered
architectural features, allowing for the preservation of the 29-foot southwest corner cantilever.
This cantilever opens 350 Mission in the southwest direction, further highlighting its connection
to its urban environment. It helps enhance the architecture of the building by allowing for an
extremely open lobby at the corner of Mission St and Fremont St. This dramatic cantilever
effectively engages the streetscape and public in the key direction of the future Transbay
Terminal.
The façade performs effectively for both the seismic and thermal situations found in the
San Francisco area. Its ability to provide open views with minimal framing, while
accommodating all necessary movement, thermal, and glazing characteristics make it truly high
performing. Additionally, its semi transparency highlights the architectural enhancement of the
diagonal mega brace system, creating public interest in the building and connecting 350 Mission
to the surrounding urban environment.
A signature design was completed while keeping a holistic approach first and foremost in
mind. With all disciplines working collaboratively and capitalizing on the full potential of BIM
software and workflow methods; the team produced an exceptional design solution, endorsing
quality, efficiency, safety and functionality.
Table 3. Ideals, Goals, and Conclusion Summary
Integrated Project Ideals
Performance
Endurance

Responsibilities/Goals
50% Code Required Drift Limit
Mat Slab Reduction
Eliminate Structural Damage
Immediate Occupancy Post EQ
Coordinate with MEP Special Systems

Connectivity

Building Façade Design
Exterior Mega Braces

Design Result
33-inch Total Building Drift
4-foot Reduction of Slab Thickness
Elastic Design of Structural System
Limited Drift Minimizes Helps Minimize
Damage
Biomethane Plant in Added Basement
Space from Mat Slab Reduction
Façade Designed for Seismic Loading
Architectural Identity and Seismic
Demand Reduction on Core9100sf
increase
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Appendix A
Lessons Learned
Throughout the course of designing 350 Mission, many lessons were learned.
These lessons learned have provided vital help throughout the course of the design process.
Outlined below are some of these key lessons:
File Structure/Organization is extremely important:
Due to the iterative nature of design, being able to quickly access previous information is
crucial for an efficient and effective process. Identifying and adhering to a logical organizing
strategy makes for much more efficient workflows. Furthermore the interdisciplinary nature of
such work really demands a user-friendly organizational system. Models, spreadsheets, images,
and other information that is not stored properly with back-up materials can easily be lost or
corrupted without a proper file structure.

Industry professionals are a wealth of available knowledge:
Throughout the design process for 350 Mission, it was realized that industry
professionals have an exorbitant amount of information and knowledge and are often very willing
to share their experiences. Often times in design it is necessary to make an assumption about an
unknown. However it was also learned that the value of actively seeking these unknowns through
others past experiences as opposed to an inefficient and time wasting “guesswork” motivated
design process.
Analysis and design software is enormously powerful but MUST be used with
caution and understanding:
Throughout the design process various structural analysis and design programs were
employed to aid in the design of 350 mission. Though these software platforms and their
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associated BIM workflows greatly aided the design process, it is of the utmost importance to use
them with discretion. It is very important to verify all computer output with some form of manual
check and investigate all potential areas of error. An incorrectly modeled structure can still
produce analysis results without any warnings.
All team members modelling must be knowledgeable and agreeable upon he level of
detail to be modeled, type of model, type of analysis, and type of design to be performed. One of
the most common errors in computer modeling of structures is miscommunication among
multiple modelers (Solnosky, et. al).

Grid layout and geometric organization early on is crucial:
Early on the it was recognize that the design would constantly be moving between
different analyses, design, and drafting software. Usually these different platforms have different
naming conventions/organizational patterns for the structures developed in them. Developing a
neat and effective grid system and sticking to a convention proved vital in keeping information
organized and being able to discuss project details from remote locations

Effective communication is paramount:
The importance of clear, effective communication cannot be understated. When
communicating different ideas across an interdisciplinary team you can never be too black and
white. Be as plain as possible and always consider the audiences background knowledge and
concerns. Huge amounts of time can be wasted making sure all project team members are up to
date and knowledgeable about the project’s current state. Setting up regular meeting times, as
well standardizing information recording can really help keep all team members up to date.
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BIM tools and technology are essential for graphic representation and information
exchanges:
When engaging in interdisciplinary work, the value of an effective info graphic can go a
long way when trying to express an idea or concept. Furthermore many forms of BIM
technology have helpful tools in place to aid in the effective exchange of information such as
Revit, Tekla, Navisworks, and BIM connectivity capabilities in SAP200, ETABS, and RAM
Structural System
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Appendix B
Building Design Loads, Parameters, and Preliminary Analysis
Table 4 Building Design Loads

Type:
Decking
Miscellaneous Concrete
Overpour

Dead Loads
Notes:
Lightweight Concrete Slab on
Composite Metal Deck;
Vulcraft 1.5VLI or Approved
Equivalent
Account
for
accidental
overpour

Value:
37 lb/ft2
1 lb/ft2

Flooring Finish

3 lb/ft2

Ceiling

2 lb/ft2
Superimposed

Lighting

5 lb/ft2

MEP

10 lb/ft2
Type:

Office+Partitions

Assembly Area

Live Loads
Notes:
Open floor plandesign for
variability of corridor
placement: 80 psf minimum
partition loading is 15 psf; due
to unknown nature of office
will use 20 psf
Open unlabeled miscellaneous
space to the east of the core
will be taken as “Other
Assembly Areas”

Stair Ways

Located in the core

Value:

100 lb/ft2

100 lb/ft2
100 lb/ft2

Preliminary Wind Loading Analysis:
One of the first activities conducted was a lateral loading analysis. The process began by
examining the magnitude of wind vs. seismic loads to determine the controlling lateral load case.
A Main Wind Force Resisting System (MWFRS) study was completed according to ASCE7-10
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Ch. 26 to establish the effects of wind pressures on the structure. An example of the main
variables for the structure and roof level is presented below along with the worst case pressure
distribution.
Table 5 Main Wind Force Resisting System Parameters
Structure and Story Variable

Value

Risk Category

III

Importance Factor

1.0

Basic Wind Speed, V

115mph

Wind Directionality Factor, Kd

.85

Exposure Category

C

Velocity Pressure Exposure Coefficient, Kz (max value at
1.712
roof level shown)
Topographic Factor, Kzt

1

Gust Effect Factor

.72

Enclosure Classification

Enclosed

Windward/Leeward -Controllilng Internal Pressure

.
.18

Coefficient, GCpi

18

Velocity Pressure, qz

49.268 lb/ft2

Windward/Leeward -Wall Pressure Coefficients, Cp

.8

.5

Windward*/Leeward Design Wind Pressure, p

24.6 lb/ft2

11.6 lb/ft2
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Figure 26 Wind Pressure Representation

Appendix C
Empirical Evaluation and Precedent Research
Next preliminary seismic analysis was performed on the on the existing structure. This
was done to serve as a baseline for comparison of the structural team’s future models and systems
analysis. A model was made in ETABS and Modal Response Spectrum Analysis (MRSA) was
run. Then work verified this rough model with an Equivalent Lateral Force (ELF) Procedure, of
which a sample of the results is presented below. The structural design made use of the United
States Geological Survey (USGS), Earthquake Hazards Programs Earthquake Ground Motion
Parameter to identify the appropriate ground motion parameters of the building site in accordance
with ASCE7-10. It was noted that seismic forces were, as expected, the controlling lateral load
type.
NOTE: Due to the fact that this building is a core only building with no dual system the
structural team recognized the need for a Performance Based Design approach when evaluating it
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as a system. Therefore all seismic analysis was conducted with an R=1 to examine the worst case
demands on the building not knowing its ductility and to account for over-strength. Furthermore,
all of the structural team’s own design and analysis was completed on a Performance Based
Design approach with an R=1. This was done to have an accurate comparison to the existing
baseline model and because the structural team’s solutions (see Appendix F) were ones that
required this approach with no established R factor.

Table 6 Equivalent Lateral Force Procedure Parameters

Seismic Parameter

Value

R

1

Ss

1.5g

S1

.6g

Sms

1.5g

Sm1

.78g

Sds

1g

Sd1

.52g

TL

12s

Ts

.52s

Ie

1.25

SDC

D
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Table 7 Equivalent Lateral Force Procedure Results
Level

Story Force [k]

Story Shear [k]

Story Moment [ftk]

30

3605.806

3605.806

1514438.710

29

3369.426

6975.232

1367986.877

28

3141.058

10116.290

1231294.761

27

2920.703

13036.994

1104025.819

26

2708.361

15745.355

985843.510

25

2504.032

18249.387

876411.290

24

2307.716

20557.103

775392.619

23

2119.413

22676.516

682450.955

22

1939.123

24615.639

597249.755

21

1766.845

26382.484

519452.477

20

1602.581

27985.065

448722.581

19

1446.329

29431.394

384723.523

18

1298.090

30729.484

327118.761

17

1157.865

31887.348

275571.755

16

1025.652

32913.000

229745.961

15

901.452

33814.452

189304.839

14

785.265

34599.716

153911.845

13

677.090

35276.806

123230.439

12

576.929

35853.735

96924.077

11

484.781

36338.516

74656.219

10

400.645

36739.161

56090.323

9

324.523

37063.684

40889.845
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8

256.413

37320.097

28718.245

7

196.316

37516.413

19238.981

6

144.232

37660.645

12115.510

5

100.161

37760.806

7011.290

4

64.103

37824.910

3589.781

3

36.058

37860.968

1514.439

2

16.026

37876.994

448.723

1

4.006

37881.000

56.090

Base Shear= 37881 k

Overturning Moment= 12128130 ftk

Once a preliminary understanding of the lateral demands on the building had been
gained, empirically evaluation of various high performing lateral systems that could potentially
be appropriate for the project team’s goals took place. Extensive research was conducted on
precedent buildings using these various lateral systems. Based off this research each system was
assigned a series of pros and cons as they related to the specific geometry and goals of 350
Mission.
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Appendix D
Gravity System Additional Analysis
Once a floor slab system was chosen and the beam layout was finalized; work moved into
gravity column design. To improve efficiency in design and construction, constraints to column
member sizing were formed, as noted below. The gravity column design was completed in RAM
Structural System (see image below), however some members were not designed due to the
extreme unbraced lengths in the lobby area. The team verified the software with spreadsheets
(shown below) and designed a custom built-up column section to handle the 54-foot unbraced
lobby height.
Column Design Considerations:


Column sections were limited to only W14’s for ease of construction



Column section sizes range from W14x43 to W14x730



Columns are spliced every two stories (26’-4”) for ease of construction and transport



Columns are optimized to achieve a Demand/Capacity interaction ratio between 7590%



Ram model shows colored interaction ranges on column designs

Input: The input values are all manually entered into the graph and found in the AISC Steel
Construction Manual.
Output:
Fe =
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ok.
Built-Up Column Design: The columns supporting the cantilever beams required section
sizes beyond what is found in the AISC Steel Construction Manual. To meet the high loads
resulting in an unsatisfactory interaction ratio, a custom column section using ETABS was
developed. The custom column consists of:


W14x730 A992 Steel Column Section



(2) 1-inch A36 steel plates welded spanning from flange to flange



Increases Gross Area from 215 in2 to 259.5 in2



Increases Strong Axis Moment of Inertia from 14,300 in4 to 16,191 in4
Connections: The following calculations are representative of the design process for the

gravity shear tab connections described in the narrative.
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Beam: W24x62
A992 Steel
d = 23.7 in
tf = 0.59 in
bf = 7.04 in
tw = 0.43 in
dcope = 2 in
c = 4 in

Assume:
Bolt Spacing = 3 in
Edge Dist. Vertical
= 1.25 in
Edge Dist.
Horizontal = 1.5 in
Standard Bolt Holes
A36 Plates

¾” dia.are
A325-N
bolts
u = 62 kips
** SectionVproperties,
tables valuesUse
and(3)
equations
from AISC
on
beam
Bolt Shear: Double Shear  Table 7-1:

Shear Yielding:

Shear Rupture:

Coped Beam Flexural Strength: assume pin located at face of support

Double Cope:
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Block Shear-Coped Beam: Assume Leh = 1.5” – cut tol. = 1.25 inches
Table 9.3a  39.6 k/in

Table 9.3b  163 k/in

Table 9.3c  148 k/in

Bearing/Tear-Out Coped Beam:
Interior: Table 7-4 
Edge: Table 7-5 

Shear Yield-Plates:

Shear Rupture-Plates:

Block Shear-Plates: Assume Leh=1.5” and Lev=1.25”
Table 9.3a46.2 k/in Table 9.3b117 k/in Table 9.3c132 k/in

Bearing/Tear-Out Plates: Interior: Table 7-4
Edge: Table 7-5

Bearing/Tear-Out Column: Interior: Table 7-4
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Appendix E
Lateral System Additional Depiction

Figure 27 Potential Lateral System Models

Figure 28 Mega Brace Lateral System Load Path Sketch
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Table 8 Image of Final Drift Results Meeting High Performance Requirements
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Table 9 Results of Lateral System Design over Core Only System

Total Amount of Steel [tons]
Cost of Steel [$]
Average Core Thichness [in]

Material Usage Comparison
Core Only
Core and Mega Braces
System
1420
745.1
--$8.6 million Savings
33
9
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Appendix F
Foundation System Methodology, Calculations, and Description
In collaboration with the mechanical and construction teams, a desire to reduce the
thickness of the recommended mat slab was born. A reduced mat slab thickness allows for
significant savings in the construction schedule. Additionally, a reduced mat slab thickness
allowed for the proper housing of the anaerobic digestion facility the Mechanical team wished to
implement. Details on these beneficial impacts can be viewed in the Construction and Mechanical
reports, a detailed narrative of the integrated decision to pursue a thinner mat slab can also be
found in the Integration report. Examples of the mat slab calculations and process is depicted
below.

Preliminary Check on Bearing:
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Size Mat for Punching Shear of Critical Column:

Preliminary Size of Reinforcement:
A minimum amount reinforcement necessary for the mat slab based on continuity steel to
meet shrinkage and temperature requirements was determined. It is noted that a more in depth
analysis and reinforcement of the mat between column locations should be completed to ensure
adequate shear and flexural capacities.
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Global Stability Checks:

Perimeter Walls:
In designing the foundation perimeter walls the it was necessary to consider how the
walls not only act to retain the subgrade hydrostatic soil and surcharge loading but also to transfer
shear and axial force from the mega braces into the mat slab. Effectively these perimeter
foundation walls need to be designed as both retaining structures and as shear walls.
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Table 10 Tabular Parimeter Wall Reinforcement with Final Seismic Detail
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